[Classification of vitreomacular adhesion and macular holes].
Optical coherence tomography has significantly changed the approach to vitreomacular diseases, including macular holes (MH). OCT provides information on differential diagnoses (lamellar hole, pseudo-hole), the MH size, the status of the vitreous, and the status of the various retinal layers. The evolution of diagnostic tools and treatment justifies the need for an update of the current classification of vitreomacular diseases. A group of retina specialists met several times to discuss the international classification, recently published by The International Vitreomacular Traction Study Group, focusing on vitreomacular adhesion (VMA), vitreomacular traction (VMT) and MH. It was compared to the classification currently used in France, based on the ophthalmoscopic system of Gass, then further delineated by Gaudric's OCT studies, in order to suggest a French adaptation to the international classification. An adapted classification for clinical use in France and in connection with the international classification is proposed. VMA are classified as an "associated" or "isolated" VMA respectively with or without macular disease. MH are distinguished as "primary" or "secondary" MH depending on whether the etiology is known or not, and classified as "small", "medium" and "large" depending on the size of the hole, and according to the presence or absence of VMT. Finally, VMT are described according to presence or absence of an epimacular membrane and according to the width of the adhesion.